
Hensting Boudicca (NEW!)
Price: £3,000.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: UKBAS20983 - Inca Grand Design INCBASUK437, Solid
Dam: UKBAS22935 - Poppydown Snow White
Type: Pregnant Female (Pregnant)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Light Fawn
Registered With: Registration Number:
UKBAS41421
Ear Tag:
HSABASUK93
Microchip:
956000011755928
Date of Birth: 2nd July 2021

Hensting Boudicca

Light Fawn - Huacaya

UKBAS20983 - Inca Grand Design INCBASUK437, Solid

(Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS22935 - Poppydown Snow White

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Popham Thunder

Inca Essenza

UKBAS04879 - Meon Valley Meonstoke

UKBCL14906 - Meon Valley Mora

Daer Enahs Streslecki Of EPC (Imp)

Popham Ebony

Lillyfield Jack of Spades of Inca (Imp)

Inca Bellisimo

CHIL.M - Chilean Male

UKBOZBAS00132 - Bozedown Ginny

UKBAS01823 - Rural Alianza Wiracocha of

WSX (Imp)

UKAVABAS00001 - Bozedown Orchid

Description: 

For Sale: Hensting Boudicca - Rare Accoyo Bloodline Alpaca with Outstanding Fleece!

Introducing Hensting Boudicca, our prized alpaca who is now available for sale. This stunning female has just been
mated for the first time to Hensting Cero De Pasco, an exceptional pure white half Accoyo male, making this a highly
anticipated and extraordinary breeding opportunity.

As an alpaca selling specialist, we know the significance of a rare bloodline, and Hensting Boudicca embodies just that.
Accoyo genetics are highly sought after worldwide, and their presence in the UK is limited. Being able to offer an alpaca
with such a prestigious lineage is a remarkable opportunity for any discerning breeder or alpaca aficionado.

One of Boudicca's outstanding features is her exquisite fleece. Its light thorn shade is not only visually appealing, but
also holds immense value due to its rarity. This unique coloration sets her apart from the crowd, making her an
exceptional addition to any breeding program or fiber-producing herd.



What makes breeding with Hensting Boudicca even more alluring is the potential of producing a desirable grey offspring.
By mating her with a black or grey male, the likelihood of obtaining a stunning grey cria increases significantly. This
opens up endless possibilities for breeders looking to produce fleeces coveted for their distinct color variations.

Boudicca's physical attributes complement her outstanding genetic legacy. Her confirmation is impeccable,
demonstrating the perfect proportions and structure that are highly valued in the industry. Furthermore, she has been
meticulously trained to lead with a halter, making her easy to handle and work with.

Gentle in nature and possessing a calm disposition, Hensting Boudicca is an absolute pleasure to work with. Her docile
demeanor contributes to a stress-free environment, allowing for smoother and more enjoyable handling experiences.

We firmly believe that Hensting Boudicca is an unparalleled opportunity for those who understand and appreciate the
rare qualities she possesses. With her remarkable Accoyo bloodline, coveted light thorn fleece, exceptional
confirmation, and gentle temperament, Boudicca is a true gem among alpacas.

Do not miss out on the chance to add this exceptional alpaca to your breeding program or fibre-producing herd. Contact
us now to secure Hensting Boudicca before someone else discovers this extraordinary opportunity.

Name of covering male: Hensting Cerro de Pasco - UKBAS43873 - (HSABASUK44 (White)
Last Mating Date: 8th July 2023
Estimated Date Cria Due (Pregnant Female): 8th June 2024
Number of Crias bred from female: 0
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Hensting Boudicca body


